Dear Valued Team Member,

Hospital employees in Kansas are more than 100,000 people strong. As state and national leaders make decisions that affect health care access across Kansas, you and your colleagues are in a powerful position to help.

With your vote in the 2022 elections, you can make your voice heard – and, in your interactions with community members, you can spread the word that voting is essential for electing leaders who support healthy Kansas communities. Hospitals statewide are urging their employees to get involved with the We CARE We VOTE campaign to inspire legislators to prioritize the health of Kansans, especially in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. For your part, I encourage you to take three steps:

1. **WEAR** the We CARE We VOTE campaign pin to symbolize the importance of electing leaders who want to protect access to health care, invest in Kansas communities and hospitals, and strengthen our economy.
2. **LIKE** our hospital’s Facebook page to share our posts and videos with your friends and family.
3. **VOTE** for candidates who support healthy Kansas communities during the 2022 Kansas Primary Election on August 2 and the General Election on November 8.

Our hospital will host an event on [DATE OF EVENT] to encourage all team members to advocate for a healthy Kansas, and I hope everyone will participate. The pandemic has shown more clearly than ever the importance of affordable access to health care. Let’s join together to show our state leaders the power of more than 100,000 hospital employees who believe in the power of caring for Kansans.

Thank you,

[INSERT SIGNATURE LINE]